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The following instructions, prepared by Adrienne Allen,
would be particularly suitable as a project for children.
The materials are cheap and easily obtainable. Some of
the various types of plastic knives available would do the
job in place of o bone folder, tf a group of children is
irwolved.

Materials
o The writing paper: Use paper off cuts, bits of old

diaries or leftover paper from lecture pads or
exercise books.

o The flyleaves (end papers) need to be about the
weight of cartridge paper.

. The covers are made from postcards or scrap card.
Don't forget the free cards ones you find in cafes.

o Check the grain of the paper. Bend a piece in eacir
direction while holding the edges. It bends more
easily with the grain. The grain should run up and
down the height of the finished book.
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Tools
o Cutting mat
r Knife
o Metal rule or a small paper-cutting machine
. Strong needle eg a darner
. Strongthreadorverynarrowribbon
o Glue stick or thick paste and brush
o Bone folder

Cover and Pages
Measure the post card. It should be about 15 cm wide.

Cut two wrap around end papers, 14.2 cm wide and 9cm
high.

Cut four sheets of writing or blank paper 13.5 cm wide
and 9 cm high.

The basic principle is to make the inserted pages slightly
smaller horizontally to allow for the thickness produced
when folding.

Postcard Books 1

Adhesives 2

Wooden Boards 3

Bookbinding Laws 6
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Score the cover card with two close parallel lines in the
centre, fold the end papers and rub well with the folder.
Fold the writing pages in half and rub down with the
folder.

Assemble the parts into a bookiet; make sure everything
is centred side-to-side and top to bottom.

Sewing
Put the book on your cutting mat, open to the centre and
use a needle or awl to poke three sewing holes from the
inside, holding the needle almost parallel to the table and
making sure no fingers are in the way.

Thread your needle. The thread should be no longer than
your afln. Push through the centre hole (1) and pull
through leaving about 6-8 cm of thread and hold it in
place with your thumb.

Push the needle back in the top hole (2) and pull the
thread through, holding it parallel to the fold.

3 Sewing holes

Adhesives, including the pastes and glue (mostly PVA)
used in bookbinding, are substances that bond two
adjacent surfaces together. In bookbinding, the surfaces
are often different t1,pes of materials - e.g. cloth on
bookboard, paper on leather. Natural adhesives, based on
starch, casein, pitch, shellac and animal materials, date

back to ancient times. The first synthetic adhesive was
developed in 1869.

For binders, the basic rules are - paste for paper and
Ieather, glue (PVA) for cloth. This is not a hard and fast
rule, as endpapers can be laid down using paste (or a
paste/PVA mixture) sometimes attaching the paper to
cloth turn-ins. The two adhesives are sometimes mixed
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Push the needle through the bottom hole and come back
throughhole 1.

Tighten the thread and tie a double knot over the long
thread. Trim the ends leaving about I cm.

Paste-downs
Put a piece of waste paper under the fust flyleaf. Use ttre
glue stick (or stiffpaste) on the first and last end pages
then rub down each cover. Remove the waste paper and
fold it to cover any unwanted paste.

Rub down with the folder.

Pressing
Dip your finger in water and rub the spine to moisten it
slightly. Leave rmder a wooden board with a weight on it
for a day or so.

If you make a lot stack them alternatively, spine then
front edge and clamp between two boards overnight.

Pamphlet stitch

together to increase or decrease drying and workability
times.

Some conservation binders use only paste for all their
work. In other words, a leather book is pulled down,
resewn, rounded and backed, the spine is lined, new
endpapers are fitted or the originals used with repaired
joints, the book is rebacked with new leather and the old
spine laid down, with only paste used for all these steps.

The main area of controversy with this method seems to
relate to the effectiveness of paste under the spine
linings, where the adhesive helps to hold the sections
together.
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Interestingly, it does appear that paste was used on tle
spine up to around 1650. On very early bindings,
including some bound in vellum, no adhesive was used
on the spine.

Animal glue, usually supplied in bead form, seems to be
almost unused now, at least in Australia. It does have
some definite advantages over PVA. The latter tends to
have a 'memory', which means that once it loses its
tackiness and starts to set, it has a tendency to return to
that shape. This can make hard work of rounding and
backing. Not all PVA is reversible after it has set, which
has implications for restorers in the future. PVA is also
inorganic, so it is probably not very attractive to vermin.

In contrast, animal glue is user-friendlier in some aspects.
It holds a rounded and backed shape much better and is
easily reversible with application of water. The
downsides for some are the extra preparation time (it has
to be dissolved in hot water, using a double sided kettle)
and the smell. I don't really mind the odour myself, but
haven't used it at home with other people in the vicinity.

The author of the following article is reprinted with the
kind permission of Nik Q,{icole) alias Niko Silvester, a
Conadian book artist qnd writer. I like the content for a
number of reasons - it is very well written and quite
scholarly, but the instructions are at the same time very
clear, as are the illustrations. The NSll Guild library
holds a copy of the Szirmai work referred to, and it is
available to members to borrow.
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In addition, it is probably best not to think too much
about what animal glue actually contains.

The NSW Guild has a tub of the material, unused for
years, and members are welcome to fiIl a jar for the price
of a donation to the tealcoffee tin.

Rice flour paste is generally recognised as the best paste

for bookbinders. It is the strongest and also dries
transparent.

All paste is subject to mould unless a preservative is
added. Ready made up commercial pastes have this
preservative added, but paste in powder forrn probably
won't. If you are making paste at home, crushed aspirin
is apparently also effective as a mould deterrent. Vermin
such as silverfish and other insects like to eat paste, but
regular checking of your bookshelves is recommended in
any case.

An unverified story is told of an insect boring its way
through 27 volumes in a straight line form front to back
cover, so beware.

John Turner

The prospect ofchoosing a book arts final project was at
first daunting. With so many possibilities, all of which I
want to learn about, how could I choose just one? In the
end, I decided on a time period that we hadn't leamed
much about in class, but which was an important one for
the development of book structure: the medieval period.

Even that decision didn't narrow the possibilities that
much, but realising that I would not be able to acquire
any parchment for an accurate reproduction of an early
medieval book, I settled on Gothic bookbinding, when
paper would have been more and more common in book
production.

Paper
Paper was eventually the dominant material for
textblocks in Gothic bindings, but was originally thought
to be weaker than parchment. Paper was therefore often
combined with parchment in a variefy of ways, such as

the addition of an inner or outer parchment bifolium to
each paper section or to the end sections, or a narrow
parchment guard to the inner fold of each section
(Szirmai 176, Shailor 1l-12).

Because ofthe expense ofparchment (and also because I
would have had to order it well ahead of time), I chose to
use paper for this project. I found a very nice Italian
mould-made paper made of cotton with wool fibres. It is
quite a thick paper, and thus perhaps not ideal for a tight-
backed Gothic binding, but I liked the feel of it.
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There are a wide variety of possible endleaves for a
Gothic binding - Szinnai provides diagrams of 19 - most
of which combine paper and parchment. As mentioned, I
did not have access to parchment, and so I stuck with the
same paper as the bookblock. The style of endpaper I
used is one not illustrated in the Gothic bindings chapter
of Szirmai's book (it is, however, shown in the
Romanesque chapter, page 147), but which J. Landry
mentioned as fairly common in English medieval
bindings (pers comm.). It consists of a single bifolium
with the outermost leaf cut of short to serve as a waste
leaf. Both the stub of the waste leaf and the second leaf
would be pasted to the board.

Sewing
The holes for sewing a Gothic book could be either
pierced or cut (Szirmai 176) - I chose to pierce them
using a template to make sure I had them spaced and
lined up properly.

According to J.A. Szirmai, Gothic books could have
anywhere from two to nine sewing supports, with three to
six being the most common (180). Because my book is
small, I decided on three supports plus a kettlestitch at
each end. The three supports are evenly spaced, as the
optical illusion that necessitates a larger space between
the bottom two supports on a raised-cord binding was
either unknown, ignored, or of no concern at the time.
Even as late as the l6th century it was common for books
to be placed flat on a horizontal shelf, and when they
were shelved vertically, it was as often as not with the
fore-edge out (Petroski, 1 l8-9).

The most coulmon sewing supports on Gothic bindings
were double cords and split thongs (Szirmai 183, Shailor
56), and since I wanted raised cords showing on the
spine, I went with double cords and chose linen over
hemp for skength.

I sewed with a straight stitch rather than herringbone,
because I wanted to pack the sewing which would help
stabilize the rounded shape of the spine and create wider
opening arch when the book is opened (Szirmai 272).1
did the packing of the sewing after the bookblock was
sewn and chose to pack each cord separately rather than
doing each pair ofcords together. It is possible to create a
decorative effect by emphasizing the separate cords in
this way (Landry, pers comm.).

The thread I used was 1213, fairly thick to compensate
for the relative softness of the paper and the thick
sections.

Endbands
I had originally approached this project wanting to
investigate endbands that were sewn at the same time as
the sections were sewn. I had read about this in a number
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of bookbinding books (for examples see Burdett 143 and
Johnson 85) but had been unable to find out how they
were done or to find any examples. As I researched
endbands, I did eventually find diagrams of integral
endbands (Cockerell I10, Young 112). Szirmai describes
a number of examples of this type of endband, but
mentions that it was almost unknown on earlier medieval
bindings (203). lntegral endbands became more common
on Gothic bindings (but still only account for 4.3o/o of the
Gothic endbands Szirmai studied), indicating that they
are a later innovation and not the original method of
making endbands, as many writers would have it.
Landry's experience with English bindings also indicated
that integral endbands are the exception, and may have
come from very few (or even just one) workshops
(Email).

Although I am still curious about integral endbands and
the origin of the misconception about their antiquity, I
finally chose to use primary wound endbands with a back
bead - Szirmai's Type II (206) - sewn with the same
thread as the rest of the book. The endbands were tied
down through the cenffe ofeach section.

Boards
The most common woods for the boards of medieval
books are oak and beech, with oak being aknost the only
wood used in England (Szirmai 217). The boards were
usually quartersawn, partly because that was the usual
way of making planks for a long time, and also because
quartersarvn wood is less likely to wa{p, which is an
important consideration for book covers (Landry, pers
comm.).

To make the book boards, I used oak and cut it with a
Japanese saw to almost the final size, then planed down
the edges. Szirmai illustrates sixteen different ways to
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shape the outer edges of Gothic book boards (219). I
chose to gradually round, or cushion, the outer edges -
the rounding at the spine provides for a smooth path for
the cords to travel, and the gradual rounding feels nice in
the hand on the other three edges. The inner spine edge

of the board is more strongly rounded to help force the

spine of the book into a rounded and somewhat backed
shape (Landry, pers cortm.), and the other three edges

are beveled.

1.:;iy 4 .
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Once the cords are pasted and laced into the boards, they

are pegged in with dowelling (Shailor 57) while the

cover is at a 45o angle to the bookblock. Then the dowels

and cords are cut offflush with the boards and the covers

are forced closed which creates the rounded and backed

shape of the spine (Landry, pers comm.). Szirmai has

presented evidence that at least some workshops used a
hammer to round and back books (194), but I decided to
follow the my teacher's experience and besides, I had

backed with a hammer before, but had not yet tried
backing by forcing the spine into shape with the boards.

Once the boards were on and closed, the book was
measured for making a template from which to cut the
leather, and then put in a finishing press to keep it closed
while the leather was prepared.

Covering
Leather was the most common covering material in
medieval bindings, with vegetable-tanned calf and alum-
tawed pigskin becoming more prevalent on Gothic books
(Szirmai 225). Since I hadn't had a chance to work with it
before, except as sewing supports on a sewing sample
book, I originally chose to use alum-tawed pigskin. It
became apparent, however, that the leather I had chosen
was not going to work.

Because the book has laced-in endbands, the leather
needed to be cut to have more-or-less V-shaped cutouts
on the top and bottom edges. The resulting central tab
would fold over to create the headcaps and the area at the
point of the V would be molded around the endband
cords and board edges. I wanted to leave most of the
wood exposed.

This kind of leather was stiffer than the vegetable-tanaed
leathers I had used before, and has a tendency to chip.
Even with very sharp knives, I found paring the alum-
tawed pigskin very difficult. In fact, after pasting and
applying the leather to the spine, it was still quite stiff.
Even after removing the leather, paring it some more and
re-pasting, it was still quite diffrcult to get it to adhere to
the spine and boards. PVA on the turn-ins helped it stay,
but after a night in the press the covering was still too
stiffto open the book properly.
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There are a number of ways of lachg the cords into the
boards (Szirmai shows several on page 223). I used one

of the more common ones, with the double cords of the
sewing supports laced in from the outside and back out
from the inside, and the single cords of the endbands
simply laced in from the outside. A channel for the cords
is cut from the spine edge to the first hole on the outside,
and between the two holes on the inside of the boards.
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It was apparent that the alum-tawed pigskin would have
to be removed and another leather chosen. I moistened
the leather and carefully peeled it off, then scraped off
some PVA that had remained stuck to the boards. For my
second try, I used calfskin, which we dyed brown. It was
much easier to pare and mould around the endbands than
the alum-tawed leather.

Once the leather covering was on, the book was placed
back in the finishing press and tied up with string on each
side of the raised bands as well as on each side of the
kettlestitches. This was to help shape the bands as band
nippers were unknown in medieval times (Landry, pers
comm.). Tying up would also help adhere the leather to
the spine.
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The final step in making this Gothic medieval style book
was to paste down the endpapers.
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* Ifyou place cup ofcoffee near your work area, you

are guaranteed to spill it on your work. There is also
a direct correlation between the value of the work
and the size of the spill.

All customers will expect you to perform the most
complex restoration job for under $50.

The book to be repaired will almost certainly be a
Iate Victorian family bible, requiring a full reback
and resewing.

That last cut you make on an expensive piece of
leather, with a paring knife that you intend to
sharpen before the next job, will rip the leather, and
ruin it.

The piece ofthread that you cut overlong for sewing
a thin book, to save half a minute rejoining it, will
get in a hopeless tangle.

Blunt knives make clean cuts on fmgers.
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